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A wide variety of Printed Wiring Boards (PWB) are incorporated into personal 
computers, cellular phones, digital cameras, electronic measuring instruments, 
car navigation equipment, automobile drive control parts and etc..

Because of PWB size, cost and or production process, more components 
on thinner and smaller PWB are required, which make ever higher packaging
density and space constraints presents on the boards.   

Bending, dropping, vibrating and depanneling may cause cracks on PWB or 
dismounting components off the boards.

Therefore quality check, evaluation of PWB or production process with 
Strain Gages are requested.  This shows how to put Strain Gages on the 
PWBs.

Introduction



1) are easy for handling

“How to bond strain gages on PWB”is shown in this 
presentation. 

2) are highly accurate

3) require less cost  

4) give test results immediately

5) endure severe testing environments

Strain gages



Measuring Object:
Printed Wiring Board
(PWB)



Preparation of items 
: Strain Gage 

Model Type SKF-24571 (2 lead wire type)
Model Type SKF-24572 (3 lead wire type)
Model Type SKF-23796 (2 lead wire type, 350Ωtype)



Preparation of items

: Bonding Tool Kit



Tool box
: Adhesive (CC-33A)
: Scratch Pen
: Pencils 
: Nipper 
: Pliers
: Tweezers
: Cutter
: Scissors
: Cellophane tape
: +/- Driver Set 
: Ruler 
: Sand Paper (No.100)
: Lint Free Cloth
: Cotton Swab
: Polyethylene sheet
: Aceton (Organic Solvent)*
*It is not included in this tool box. 



Polish it with a
piece of sand paper 
till PWB color
slightly changes to
light green



If it is small or 
limited space to 
polish, use a 
piece of sand 
paper together 
with a cotton 
swab and fingers.



Slightly green after polish



Clean the surface of
polished PWB with 
an organic solvent 
like Acetone (100% 
pure organic solvent 
is recommended) by 
the lint free cloth.



Make single wiping
slowly and firmly
with the lint free
cloth where polished.



Make alignment 
marks on the PWB
where a strain gage
will be bonded by
the following
procedure.



Clean your ruler first 
and try not to touch 
the polished and 
cleaned surface of 
the PWB.   Make a 
mark with the pencil 
or the marker.  
Please do not write 
in the area where a 
strain gage will be 
bonded.



After marking

As shown in the red 
circle, do not write 
marking lines over the 
strain gage position.

If no space for marking, 
a template is useful. 

Prepare a piece of clean 
plastic square plate big 
enough to cover whole 
strain gage base size.  

Make two alignment marks on the template to meet the 
strain gage alignment lines.   



Prepare Kyowa strain gage model type SKF-24571 or SKF-24572 
or SKF-23796.  Those are lead wire pre-attached Strain Gages so 
that putting lead wire work or putting gage terminal work or 
soldering lead wires to terminals work are not necessary.  You 
can save your time and work. Skip un-necessary works by using 
Kyowa Strain Gages.

Take a piece of strain gage out from a protection plastic 
case. 



Aligning the strain
gage on the PWB
location. Or using
the template to locate 
the strain gage at the 
correct spot of the 
selected component.



Keep the strain gage and its position on the PWB and fix it  
with a piece of cellophane tape to cover.  One end of the 
cellophane tape should be folded for easy peering off.  



Preparation for Bonding
with Kyowa Adhesive
model type CC-33A.
Please read an operation
manual of CC-33A
including precaution. 

The CC-33A is Cyanoacrylate type adhesive.  

2g x1 pce. or 2g x 5 pcs per package are available.



Several polyethylene
sheets are provided in
the tool box.  Apply a
piece of sheet to prevent 
from sticking adhesive
to your fingers when
pressing the strain gage
for permanently bond.   

Polyethylene sheet



After location of the strain gage was decided and temporary 
fixed by the cellophane tape, carefully lift the folded end of the 
tape up with strain gage only and then apply one drop of CC-
33A to coat underneath the entire strain gage area.



After applying the strain gage with CC-33A, cover 
with a piece of the polyethylene sheet over the whole 
area of the strain gage and apply pressure with your 
thumb finger for approximately 5 minutes or so.  



Remove the polyethylene sheet and hold the lead wires 
with your fingers and slowly peel the cellophane tape 
from the folded tape end off the strain gage in direction 
of from the lead wire to the strain gage. 



Check its appearance 



Check quality of bonding by lifting gently the
strain gage lead wires up without the strain
gage damaged.



To protect the lead
wires from damaging
by pulling or hooking, 
apply small amount
of CC-33A to the
lead wire. 



In case of measurement
of a small PWB or space
constraints presents, 
choose Kyowa small
size KFRS type strain
gages such as 1.2x1.1 
mm(1 axis) and 2.5x2.5
mm(2,3 axis) base sizes.

KFRS type strain Gage



Use a piece of cellophane tape as a template.  
Write alignment marks on it on cellophane 
tape. Folding the one tape end at the lead 
wire side will be easier when peeling off. 



Stick the strain gage at the alignment marks 
on the cellophane tape with a pare of 
tweezers.



Make sure the alignment and the strain gage 
Meets the space.  Place the cellophane tape
with the strain gage on the required location 
of the PWB.

If it is possible to clean 
a surface of the PWB 
where the strain gage is 
on, polish slightly the 
place with a piece of 
sand paper pressing 
with a cotton swab and 
your finger.  Wipe there 
once by Aceton with 
lint free cloth.



Lift the folded end of the 
tape up at 90 degree and 
put very small amount of 
adhesive CC-33A on the 
strain gage.



Cover the strain gage 
with a polyethylene 
sheet and put a cotton 
swab on the strain gage
to apply necessary force 
on an exact spot of the 
strain gage and press it 
down with your thumb 
finger for approximate
5 minutes. 



Hold the lead wires 
with your fingers and
peel the cellophane
tape gently off from the 
lead wire side to the 
strain gage end.



Check quality of bonding by lifting gently the
strain gage lead wires up without the strain
gage damaged.



Recorder PCD-300A

Software DAS-100A



Thank you very muchThank you very much
and and 

Ready for strain analysis Ready for strain analysis 
measurementmeasurement


